Learning-style recognition from eye-hand movement
using a dynamic Bayesian network
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Educators and psychologists have debated on the efficacy of personalizing teaching methods according to learning style [1-3]. Recently, the styles are obtained from learning models, and it has been
shown that utilizing those styles leverages educational effect. However, the researcher uses only two
features which are the classification accuracy of human and response time, and it has been suggested
that these two simple features are insufficient to characterize the complex learning styles of human
[4,5]. In this work, we propose two additional features that help dramatically improve characterizing
the discriminating property of people having different learning styles.
The features we propose are the coordinated eye and hand movements. For the eye movement, we
used the coordinate information from an eye tracker (Arrington research, BS007, binocular) obtained
during the psychological task. For the hand movement, data are obtained from mouse-movement
detecting software as an approximate, and the sensor data are converted into the coordinate of Cartesian. We used machine learning algorithms to characterize the learning styles of different people.
Embodiment sensor data have been widely used to figure out the cognitive characteristics of human in psychological experiments, especially, regarding the cognitive processes of learning [6]. For
example, eye movement has been used to find out the process of human language and vision processing as well as attention [7-9]. Hand movement data, which is often used in recent psychological
experiments, provides the evolving process of decision [10-12]. In these works, the confidence and
understanding stage of the answer can be recognized by the shape of the hand movement trajectory.
In our work, we designed a game for foreign language learning (specifically English learning for
Korean students) which is called MMG (Multimodal Memory Game)[13]. The game consists of two
phases: watching a TV drama and playing to recall scenes of the drama. In this specific experiment,
all of the students viewed an episode of sitcom ’Friends’. The students are required to remember the
drama with two kinds of tasks. One is to choose the corresponding image (text) when a text (image)
is given as a cue. The other one is to choose the next image (text) when a previous step’s image
(text) is given. With this game, we can test the memory ability of the student.
In a previous study [14], we analyzed cognitive characteristics of the user from the integrated information in MMG. The dynamics for a decision and the reasoning process can be presented with the
coordinated information (Figure 1). This result can be applied to recognize the personal learning
styles. We designed a simple dynamic Bayesian network to automatically recognize the learning
style. In the model, one node represents the eye-gaze point and the other node represents the handmovement. Those nodes are observed every step, and the hidden node, which presents the decision
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stage, is updated. From the combination of the inferred decision stage from a dynamic Bayesian
networks, the accuracy and the response time, we can recognize a personal learning style. As a result, learning styles from this method is similar to Grasha’s model [15], and we expect that effective
feedback can be provided based on this method with more study.

Figure 1: The coordinated eye-hand movement.
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